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Abstracr- We propose an approach for blind deconvolution 
of still images with moderate noise contamination. The 
iterative technique is based on the general concepts of 
iterative techniques for blind deconvolution. The ill- 
convergence problem associated with most of the iterative 
techniques is circumvented in OUT approach using zero-sheet 
separation techniques. This technique can handle real 
images blurred by complex Point Spread Functions (PSF), 
which is a common imaging problem, with Blur Signal-to- 
Noise Ratios (BSNR) of 70dB and above for PSF of size 
32x32 and larger. The technique p e r f o m  much better for 
PSFs of smaller sizes with low BSNR around 30dB and 
provides convergence of the final solution with minimum 
iterations and is also capable of determining the size of the 
PSF. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-publicized developments in Hubble Space 
Telescope and the mars pathfinder mission have hailed the 
success of the digital image restoration techniques and have 
injected enormous motivation for the development of similar 
technologies. Blind image deconvolution which tries to 
separate the convolved functions with minimum a priori 
knowledge about the imaging system as well as the original 
image shows much promise for future. as space exploration 
success becomes a part of day to day life similar to 
communications revolution. The recent revelation of 
possible water seepage on mars may expedite the quest for 
greater space exploration. Reliable and fast algorithms for 
blind image restoration are essential for planning and 
coordination of these future missions. 
Ayen and Dainty (AD) [I], pointed out that blind 
deconvolution is possible with iterative steps stming with 
initial random estimations 'for both PSF and true image. 
However, their approach often failed to obtain a stable final 
solution. Moreover. an " i n  result arising from much 
computational burden is certainly not justified. Davey et al. 
[2], also have reported the success of a variation of Ayes 
and Dainty method, which could deconvolve single complex 
images. Miura et al. [31 reported some success in 
deconvolving astronomical speckle images when multiplc 
frames are available from the same object(s). However. 
many frames in the order of 10 were needed for a successful 
restoration of speckle images. We also have previously 
reported successful deconvolution of blurred images with 
symmetric PSFs [4 I. 
This proposed algorithm is shown to be able to cope with 
most of the shortcomings of the existing algorithms. 
specially the uncertainty in the convergence of the final 
result. The algorithm is attractive since it only requires one 
blurred image. Our technique is specifically targeted at 
coherent imagery, as this is a practical situation arises in 
photography related to space exploration. Although our 
technique is very much resilient to noise contamination 
amounting to 30dB for smaller PSF of sizes 3x3 to 5x5, 
providing excellent restorations, we are only presenting 
simulation results fur the much difficult larger PSFs of size 
exceeding 32x32. We expect that this approach would result 
in more practical usage of our research. Moreover, this 
research provides a low computationally complex approach 
and is able to handle very large images and PSFs unlike the 
failures associated with the original zero-zheet separation 
techniques initiated by Lane et.al.,[5]. Funhermore, i t  is 
robust for moderate amount of noise. An added advantage of 
our technique is that it can determine the size of the PSF and 
consequently the t ~ e  image size even in the presence of 
noise. Furthermore, in the absence of noise, the PSF 
recovery is highly accurate and the true image can be 
obtained in a single iteration. The simulatiun results at the 
end of this article describe an example, which illustrate the 
versatility of the proposed method. 
2. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Let the true (original) image be denoted byA.r,y), the 
common PSF be given by h(x ,y)  and the blurred image is 
denoted by g(x,y) . The blurring process can be expressed ~ 1 s  
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g(x ,y )  = / (x ,y)*h(x,y)+n(x,y) ,  0 5 x ,y  5 N + M  -2. 
(1) 
where n(x.y) denotes additive Gaussian noise in the system, 
* denotes 2-D convolution operator and the true images are 
of size N x N  and PSF is of size MxM. Since we assume the 
mean value of the m e  image is preserved in the degradation 
process the following expression holds, 
where Rh is the support size of the PSF. If we allow the 
upper case letters represent the 2-D Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) of their lower case counterpap and 
BSNR is high such that we can ignore noise terms 
G(k.1) = F ( k , l ) H ( k , / ) ,  0 5 k , [  S N + M - 2. (3) 
In this algorithm, initial estimate of the PSF is obtained 
using the concepts of zero sheet separation as discussed in 
next section. Assuming that an initial estimate of the PSF is 
available and the blurred images are corrupted with 
moderate amount of noise, we outline the next steps 
involved in the algorithm as follows. 
The basic structure of the algorithm is presented in Fig. I .  
The image estimate is denoted by j(x, y )  and the capital 
letters represent fast-Fourier transformed (FFT) versions of 
the corresponding signals. Subscripts denote the iteration 
number ofthe algorithm. 
Using the initial estimate of FFT of PSF, h ( u , v ) ,  obtained 
as described in section 3, an initial estimate of the true 
image is calculated using the following recursive formula 
(Fourier constraint I in Fig. I )  [6] 
where K denotes a constant which approximates the noise- 
to-signal power ratio. This can be arbitrarily chosen as this 
information may not be available in blind deconvolution 
scenario. AAer the initial estimate of the original image, 
successive estimates are calculated using the following 
incremental Wiener-type filter (Fourier constraint I1 in Fig. 
I )  [61. 
where (.)* denotes the complex conjugate of [.). The real 
constant a represents the energy of the additive noise and is 
determined by prior knowledge of the noise contamination 
level, if available. Since the algorithm is targeted at 
restoration of gray scale images, the intensity levels are 
distributed in a range from 0-1. Any negative values or 
positive values above this range are supposed to sahxate the 
image sensor and hence could be used as a spatial domain 
constraint for the estimated image. Hence, the initial 
estimate of the image calculated from Eq. (4) is used in Eq. 
(5) for evaluating successive iterations of the true image 
using the following constraint 
1. j(*,v)>l 
7 ( x , y ) =  0, j(X,Y)<O (6) 1" f ( x . Y ) , O < 7 ( x , Y ) ~ ~  
The restoration is always guaranteed to converge, since .? 
good estimate of the PSF is available through zero-sheet 
separation. Even though, we do not provide an analytical 
proof of the convergence, it can be argued that zero sheet 
separation provides best estimate of PSF for any given 
amount of noise contamination. The algorithm is usually run 
till a visually appealing image emerges. In most of the cases. 
restoration converges in a few iterations. 
k " , V )  
Estimate of PSF 
3 
Constraint II 
Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Proposed-Scheme 
3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
For the simulation results, we initially used well-known 
gray-scale image of the 'Cameraman'. Even though, this 
image is of size 256x256, we cropped it to the size of 
250x250 as shown in Fig. 2. This was topmduce a degraded 
image of size 256x256 as a result of the convolution with the 
PSF of size 1x1 (image of size 250x250 when convolved 
with a PSF size 7x7 produces a convolution of size 
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256x256). The PSF complies with Eq. (2) to preserve the 
mean value during the degradation and the blurred image 
with noise contamination amounting to (Blur Signal to Noise 
Ratio) BSNR of 30dB i s  shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 2. Original 'Cameraman' Image 
Fig. 3. Degraded Image with BSNR of 3OdB. 
Table 1 Summary of the zero sheet Separation for the 
retrieval of PSF in proposed Iterative Blind Restoration. 
Assume a real image blurred by a complex PSF with 
additive white Gaussian noise with BSNR of 70dB or 
above. 








Generate the relevant rows of the zero-sheet 
(each row contains zeros of both PSF and true 
image). 
Using a search mechanism all zeros 
appearing as complex conjugate pairs (even 
though, they are present in different rows) are 
removed 141. 
Now only PSF zeros and a few realzeros that 
might be belonging to true image remain in 
each row. Remove any real zeros that might 
be in excess of the PSF support size (M-I ) .  
Build one-dimensional polynomials for each 
row. The size of the PSF now is MxM. 
Multiply each column by a suitable column 
vector (this vector has variable elements which 
will be determined later). 
Steps 2-6 are repeated for rows and columns 
interchanged. This will yield another OFT 
version of the PSF. 
Above generated functions are equated and 
any 2M-I equations are solved to evaluate all 
unknowns. Thus the DFT of PSF or PSF in 
spatial domain can be restored (however, 
noise mav reduce the accuracv of these 
values). 
The PSF is recovered using the zero sheet separation 
techniques as described in [4] (The summary of this process 
is outlined in Table I). Once the PSF is successfully 
recovered, this is  used in our iterative process as depicted in 
Fig I. The image is recovered in about 6 iterations in about 
100 seconds using a 400MHz PC Workstation with main 
memory of l28Mb. We used an ordinary PC to simulate our 
experiments. as they would be comparable to the powerful 
workstations used by early researchers a decade ago. 
Another reason is to point out that our algorithms are 
computationally inexpensive. However, it has to be pointed 
out that the bulk of  the processing time involved in our 
experiments was spent on recovering the PSF using zero 
sheets. This roughly amounted to 20 minutes in our 
workstation. 
Table 2. Original 7x7 PSF 
-0.1,BL 0.1071 -0.0711 -0.1711 -0.607, 0.2857 -0.4663 
-1.,,13 S.,b29 *.U351 e.32,. 0.25m 0.5.00 L.6S11 
1.071" O_Dl,l .*6,3 1.1716 -0.1786 -0.5ooll -0.3111 
0 . 1 1 1  - 0 . o n .  s.0311 -0.215, 1.2157 1 . 2 3 0 1  0.2113 
-1.5000 0.321, -o.ms, 0.357, 0.3671 -1.0711 1.1071 
I . I O D D  -1 .2501 -0.317, I . Z J O I  0.321. -o.*m* -1.3929 
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Table 3. Recovered PSF from the Blurred Image 
Contaminated with BSNR of 30dB 
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The recovered PSF matrix as shown in Table 3, deviates 
from the original PSF matrix (shown in Table 2) by about 
3% (the matrix elements differ by 3%). However, this 
difference docs .not pose any difticulty and the recovery 
process produces a good estimate to the original as can be 
seen is Fig. 4, Since the recovery process is very convenient 
at 50 and 60dB far small PSFs similar to what we used, 
these results are not presented. However, the more 
interesting cases arises at large complex PSFs around 32x32. 
It is well known that many PSFs concerned in coherent 
imagery are encountered in space imagery are around this 
size. 
Fig. 4. Recovered Image 
We used a 32x32 sized complex PSF to degrade For a large 
PSF as above we have determined that the technique works 
for moderate noise amounts around 70dB. 
Fig. 5 and 6 show the original image and the blurred noisy 
image with BSNR of 70dB. The recovered PSF may differ 
from the original PSF by a multiplicative complex constant 
and is normalized to comply with Eq. (2). The recovered 
image after 8 iterations is shown in Fig. 7. Even though the 
restored image is 256x256, only 225x225 size original 
image resides in the recovered image. This is evident as 
visible dark edges to the lower and the right sides of the 
images (Fig. 4 and Fig. 7) due to the removal of the PSF 
after deconvolution. 
Mean Squared Emor (MSE) criterion can be used to evaluate 
the speed of convergence of the final result. Due to 
historical reasons and popularity, it is more appropriate to 
use a standardized MSE, which is denoted as follows 
Because of the constraint imposed by Eq. (2) we expect 
constant a in the above expression to assume a value around 
I minimizing MSE. Fig. 8 shows MSE values against the 
iteration number for our proposed method. It should be 
mentioned that this MSE value is obtained with a single 
evaluation and is not averaged over several nins. The 
minimum value attained for proposed scheme was less than 
0.38. 
Fig. 5. Original Image of Lema 
It has to be mentioned that as the MSE criteria does not 
adequately represent the local image improvements, the 
MSE value attained in the convergence is mare pleasing 
than the restoration achieved with the MSE. In our 
simulation, we achieved a MSE value of 0.377 at the end of 
two iterations although the restoration converged to a mare 
stable MSE value of 0.38 only after 5 iterations. The 
constraint imposed on the image by Eq. (6) attempts 
guarantee the image pixels are positive even though, this 
result in higher MSE. The proposed technique yielded the 
exact PSF for noiseless case. Although we have done our 
best to incorporate noise amounting to BSNR of 70dB for 
moderate-sized PSFs (32x32), the technique may not 
perform well for lower BSNRs for larger PSFs. However, 
we observed better performance for snialler PSF at lower 
BSNRs. This technique.is not applicable to coniplex images 
as the zero-sheet separation relies on removal of complex 
conjugate zeros. Any complex image would not contain 
complex conjugate pairs o f  zeros and would be impossible 
to separate. In future, we plan to investigate the possibility 
of extending this algorithm for complex images for lower 
BSNRs. 
. .  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
We reported a novel technique with superior convergence 
performance for iterative blind deconvolution of still images 
with moderate noise contamination. The main attractiveness 
of the reporled method is its ability to restore moderate- 
sized images (512x512) without significant computational 
overhead compared with existing similar algorithms. We 
showed. by using a close estimate of the point spread 
function as the initial estimate, successful iterative 
restoration of an image corrupted with BSNR of 70dB for 
moderate-sized PSFs (32x32). We alsn demonstrated the 
applicability of the proposed restoration algorithm for 
smaller PSF with low BSNRs. 
Fig. 6: Blurred Image with Noise of 70dB 
I 
0 5. 10 IS 
Fig. 8: MSE for Different Iterations 
Iteration No. 
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